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Abstract
High performance Grid applications require high speed
network infrastructure that should be capable to provide
network connectivity service on-demand. This paper
presents results of the development of the Authorisation
(AuthZ) infrastructure for on-demand multidomain
network resource provisioning (NRP). We propose a
general Complex Resource Provisioning (CRP) model
that can be used as a basis for AuthZ infrastructure
development providing a common abstraction for
provisioning both network and Grid resources. This
model allows common policy expressions, using single
user sign-on credentials when requesting and accessing
complex Grid-Network resources. The implementation
described is based on the generic AAA Authorisation
Framework (GAAA-AuthZ) and suggests a number of
security mechanisms and components that extends
GAAA-AuthZ to achieve consistent policy enforcement
and security context management: Token Validation
Service (TVS), AuthZ ticket used for AuthZ session
management, a special XACML profile for NRP,
reference model for policy obligations handling
(OHRM). The proposed infrastructure and solutions are
being implemented in the framework of the EU project
Phosphorus and use authors experiences gained from
the major Grid based and Grid oriented projects.
KEYWORDS: Complex Resource Provisioning,
Multidomain Network Resource Provisioning, AAA
Authorisation Framework, Authorisation session, Token
Validation Service, XACML.

1. Introduction
High performance distributed Grid applications that
deal with high volume of processing and visualisation
data require dedicated high-speed network infrastructure
provisioned on-demand. Currently larger Grid projects
such as EGEE/LCG and national research networks use
their own dedicated network infrastructure that can

handle the required data throughput but typically are
over-provisioned.
Any
network
upgrade
or
reconfiguration still requires human interaction to change
or negotiate a new Service Level Agreement and involve
network engineers to configure the network. Moreover,
Grid application developers and users always intended to
have control over network characteristics to optimise
application performance and network cost.
In Grid applications, Grid middleware allows for
dynamic resource allocation and deployment. Recent
research and developments to make network resources
Grid middleware enabled, like in the Phosphorus project
[1], will allow using common tools for combined Grid
and Network resources provisioning.
In this paper, we analyse two major use cases ondemand network resource provisioning and Grid-based
Collaborative Environments to define the general
Complex Resource Provisioning (CRP) model and
corresponding requirements for the distributed
multidomain AuthZ service.
In general, complex resources and/or services may
have different logical organisation and represented as
hierarchical structure, ordered or unordered resource
collection. CRP operational model should be capable to
support different resource organisation and consequently
different provisioning and access control models. Most of
existing network or Grid resource provisioning
frameworks address separately resource scheduling,
reservation, and resource or service access and
consumption. Security aspects and AuthZ aspects are not
addressed in such frameworks.
The proposed CRP model defines three stages:
reservation, deployment, access, - that operates different
resource management and security models The proposed
AuthZ architecture is based on the further development of
the generic Authentication, Authorisation, and
Accounting (AAA) Authorisation framework (GAAAAuthZ) [2] that is extended with new security
mechanisms and components to support complex AuthZ
scenarios in on-demand multidomain network resource
provisioning.
GAAA-AuthZ services are designed in such a way
that they can be used at all networking layers (dataflow

plane, control plane and service plane) and allow easy
integration with Grid middleware and application layer
security. For this purpose, special mechanisms are
proposed to manage inter-layer and inter-domain security
context.
The presented research and proposed solutions are
specifically oriented for using with the popular Grid
middleware such as gLite [3] and Globus Toolkit [4]
being developed in the framework of large international
projects and consortia such as EGEE Globus Alliance.
The authors also have been actively involved into the
Grid middleware development and related AuthZ
interoperability initiatives such as at OGSA-AuthZ
Working Group [5] and joint OSG-EGEE AuthZ
interoperability project [6].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed general CRP model that separates resource
reservation, resource deployment, and resource access or
consumption stages. The section summarises common
requirements to AuthZ services/infrastructure to support
different provisioning and AuthZ scenarios in distributed
dynamic environment.
Section 3 describes the proposed AuthZ mechanisms
and components to support multidomain network
resource provisioning: AuthZ ticket for AuthZ session
management, special XACML profile for network
resource provisioning, reference model for policy
obligations handling (OHRM). Section 4 describes the
Token Validation Service (TVS) model and operation
which is considered as an important component of the
CRP AuthZ architecture to provide flexibility in policy
enforcement when accessing the reserved network
resources. Section 5 briefly presents our ongoing
implementation, and finally section 6 provides a short
summary and suggests future developments.

2. CRP operational models and
Multidomain Authorisation service
architecture
The two major use cases for the general CRP are ondemand network resource provisioning (NRP) [7] and
Grid-based Collaborative Environments (GCE) [8].
Although different in current implementations, they can
be abstracted to the same CRP operational model when
considering their implementation with the Grid or Web
Services. This abstraction is considered as an important
step to provide a common basis to define a common
access control infrastructure for dedicated optical
networks and Grid resources accessed and brokered over
network.
The typical on-demand resource provisioning process
includes three major stages: (1) resource reservation, (2)
deployment (or activation), and (3) the reserved resource

access/consumption. In its own turn, the reservation stage
includes three basic steps: (a) resource lookup, (b)
complex resource composition (including alternatives),
and (c) reservation of individual resources. The
reservation stage may require the execution of complex
procedures that may also request individual resources
authorisation. This process can be controlled by the AAA
driving policy that should support the whole provisioning
workflow and related AuthZ policy [9], or driven by a
Meta Scheduling system [10]. At the deployment stage
the reserved resources are bound to the reservation ID,
which we refer to as the Global Reservation Identifier
(GRI).
The rationale behind defining different CRP stages is
that they may require and can use different security
models for policy enforcement, trust and security context
management.
In the discussed CRP model, domains are defined (as
associations of entities) by a common policy under single
administration, common namespaces and semantics,
shared trust, etc. In this case, the domain related security
context may include: namespace aware names and ID’s,
policy references/ID’s, trust anchors, authority
references, and also dynamic/session related security
context at the reservation and access stages [11]. In
general, domains can be hierarchical, flat or organized in
the mesh, but all these cases require the same basic
functionality for the access control infrastructure to
manage domain and session related security context. In
the remainder of the paper we will refer to the typical use
case of the network domains that are connected as chain
(sequentially) providing connectivity between a user and
an application.
The CRP model for the multidomain distributed
resource management model requires the following
functionality from the GAAA-AuthZ infrastructure:
• multiple policies processing and combination.
• attributes/rules mapping/converting based on
inter domain trust management infrastructure.
• hierarchical roles/permissions management,
including
administrative
policies
and
delegation.
• policy support for different logical organisation
of resources, including possible constraints on
resource combination and interoperation.
Figure 1 illustrates major interacting components in
the multi-domain CRP using multidomain NRP as a
major use case:
• A User/Requestor (represented by User client).
• A Destination end service or application.
• Multiple Network Elements (NE) (related to the
Network plane).

•

Network Resource Provisioning Systems
(NRPS) acting as a Domain Controller (DC)
(typically related to the Control plane).
• Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) and AAA
service controlling access to the domain- related
resources.
• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), Policy
Decision Point (PDP), and Policy Authority
Point (PAP) as major functional components of
the AuthZ infrastructure.
• Token Validation Services (TVS) that allow
efficient authorisation decision enforcement
when accessing reserved resources.
The above described CRP model can be generalized
for another typical CRP use case of the Virtual
Laboratory (VL) workspace provisioning if we consider
virtual Workspace elements (WSE) in the hierarchical
VL organisation as separate resource domains that can be
logically organised into different structures and described
with the same attribute types as traditional network
domains.
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Figure 1. Components involved in multidomain network
resource provisioning and basic sequences (agent (A),
chain (C), and polling (P))
Figure 1 also illustrates different provisioning models
or sequences that can be executed when composing a
complex resource:
• Chain reservation sequence (also referred to as
chaining sequence) when the user contacts only the
local network domain/provider providing destination
address, and each consecutive domain provides a
path to the next domain.
• Polling sequence when the user client polls all
resource or network domains, builds the path and
makes the reservation.
• Agent (or tree) sequence when the user delegates
network provisioning negotiation to the agent that
will take care of all necessary negotiations to
provide the required network path to the user. A
benefit of “outsourcing” resource provisioning is

that the agents can maintain their own reservation
and trust infrastructure.
Access to the resource or service is controlled by the
NRPS and protected by the AAA service that enforces a
resource access control policy. This is achieved by
placing a PEP gateway at the NRPS. Depending on the
basic GAAA-AuthZ sequence (push, pull or agent) [2],
the requestor can send a resource access request to the
resource or service (which in our case are represented by
NRPS) or an AuthZ decision request to the designated
AAA server which in this case will act as a PDP. The
PDP identifies the applicable policy or policy set and
retrieves them from the PAP, collects the required
context information, evaluates the request against the
policy, and makes the decision whether to grant access or
not.
Depending on the used authorisation and attribute
management models, some attributes for the policy
evaluation can be either provided in the request or
collected by the PDP itself. It is essential in the Grid/Web
services based service oriented environment that AuthN
credentials or assertions are presented as a security
context in the AuthZ decision request and are evaluated
before sending request to PDP.
Based on a positive AuthZ decision (in one domain)
the AuthZ ticket (AuthzTicket) can be generated by the
PDP or PEP and communicated to the next domain where
it can be processed as a security context for the policy
evaluation in that domain.
In order to get access to the reserved resources the
requestor needs to present the reservation credentials that
can be in a form of an AuthZ ticket (AuthzTicket) or an
AuthZ token (AuthzToken) which will be evaluated by
the PEP to grant access to the reserved network elements
or the resource. In more complex provisioning scenarios
the token or credential validation function may be
outsourced to the TVS service. The TVS infrastructure
can additionally support an interdomain trust
management infrastructure for off-band token and token
key distribution between the PEP-NRPS and IDC/AAA
services that typically takes place at the deployment stage
when access credentials or tokens are bound to the
confirmed GRI by means of shared or dynamically
created interdomain trust infrastructure. Token and token
key generation and validation model can use either shared
secret, PKI based trust model, or recently researched by
authors the Identity Based Cryptography (IBC) [12, 13].
The TVS as a special GAAA-AuthZ component to
support token-based enforcement mechanism in the
Token Based Networking (TBN) is briefly described
below. TVS can be implemented as a proprietary AAANRPS solution or it can use one of the existing standard
models such as the Credential Validation Services (CVS)
[14] or WS-Trust Secure Token Service (STS) [15].

Using AuthZ tickets during the reservation stage for
communicating the interdomain AuthZ context is
essential to ensure effective decision making. At the
service access/consumption stage the reserved resource
may be simply identified by the assigned GRI created as
a result of the successful reservation process.
To avoid significant policy enforcement overhead
when handing service reservation context, the ticket can
be cached by an NRPS or a TVS in each domain and
referred to with the AuthzToken that can be much smaller
and even communicated in-band. At the resource PEP it
can be compared with the cached AuthzTicket, AuthZ
session context or reservation context and will allow local
PEP/resource access control decisions. Such an access
control enforcement model is being implemented in the
Token Based Network (TBN) described in [16].
It is an important convention for the consistent CRP
operation that GRI is created at the beginning and sent to
all polled/requested domains when running (advance)
reservation process. Then in case of a confirmed
reservation, the DC/NRPS will store the GRI and bind it
to the committed resources. In addition, a domain can
also associate internally the GRI with the Local
Reservation Identifier (LRI). The proposed TVS and
token management model allows for hierarchical and
chained GRI-LRI generation and validation.

functionalities require an agreement on a number of
protocol issues, messaging formats and attribute
semantics.
The solutions proposed in the GAAA-AuthZ
framework are based on using such structural
components and solutions as a Token Validation Service
(TVS), the Obligation Handling Reference Model
(OHRM), and the XACML policy profile for
multidomain NRP, being developed in the framework of
the Phosphorus project and briefly described in this
section.
Figure 2 illustrates the major GAAA-AuthZ modules
and how they interact when evaluating a service request.
The authorisation service is called from the
service/application interface via the AuthZ gateway (that
can be just an interceptor process called from the service
or application) that intercepts a service request
ServiceRequest (ServiceId, AuthN, AuthZ) that contains
a service name (and variables if necessary) and
AuthN/AuthZ attributes.
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3. GAAA-AuthZ access control mechanisms
and components For CRP
The proposed GAAA-AuthZ access control
mechanisms and components extend the generic model
described in GAAA-AuthZ [2] with the specific
functionality for on-demand NRP, in particular:
• AuthZ session management to support complex
AuthZ decision and multiple resources access,
including multiple resources belonging to different
administrative and security domains.
• AuthZ tickets with extended functionality to support
AuthZ session management, delegation and
obligated policy decisions.
• Authorisation and reservation tokens as part of
policy enforcement mechanisms that can be used in
the control plane and in-band.
• Reference model for policy obligations Handling
(OHRM) to support usable/accountable resource
access/usage and additionally global and local user
account mapping widely used in Grid based
applications and supercomputing.
Although the above listed functionalities can be
implemented under extended PEP or PDP functionality,
such an approach would significantly limit the AuthZ
service flexibility and potentially affect interoperability
of different implementations as the discussed
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Figure 2. GAAA-AuthZ components providing service
request evaluation
The AuthZ Gateway extracts necessary information
and sends an AuthZ request AuthzRequest (ServiceId,
Subject, Action), that contains a service name ServiceId,
the requestor’s identification and credentials, and the
requested Action(s), to the PEP. The major PEP’s task is
to convert AuthZ request’s semantics into the PDP
request of which the semantics is defined by the used
policy format. When using an XACML policy and
correspondingly an XACML PDP, the PEP will send an
XACML AuthZ request to the PDP in the format
(Subject, Resource, Action, (Environment)). If in general
case the XACML policy contains obligations, they are
returned in the XACMLAzResponse (AuthzDecision,
Obligations). The PEP calls the Obligation Handler to
process obligations which are defined as actions to be
taken on the policy decision or in conjunctions with the

service access (like account mapping, quota enforcing,
logging, or accounting).
If the service request contains an AuthZ token that
references a local or global reservation ID, or just
identifies an AuthZ session in which context the request
is sent, the token validation is performed by the Token
Validation Service (TVS). The TVS is typically called
from the PEP and returns a confirmation if the token is
valid. Defining TVS as a separate function or service
allows creating flexible token and/or ticket based policy
enforcement infrastructures for on-demand network
resource provisioning. Specific details of our TVS
implementation are described in Section 4.
3.1 .
AuthZ Session Manag ement with
Au th Z Tic ke t an d A uth Z To ke n
The authorisation ticket (AuthzTicket) is a part of the
GAAA-AuthZ framework functionality and allows the
transfer of a full AuthZ decision and policy enforcement
context between a requestor and an AuthZ service or
between different AuthZ/security domains. More general
information about using AuthZ tickets in different
AAA/AuthZ operational model is provided in [17].
As discussed above, there are two types of sessions in
the proposed CRP model that require a security context
management: reservation session, and the reserved
resource access session. Although the provisioning
session may require wider security context support, both
of them are based on the (positive) AuthZ decision, may
have a similar AuthZ context and will require a similar
functionality when considering distributed multi-domain
scenarios. In this case an AuthZ ticket should provide all
necessary context information and will serve as session or
access credentials.
To reduce possible high communication and
processing overhead because of a potentially large size of
AuthZ ticket, an AuthZ token can be used. In this case
the AuthZ token should unambiguously reference the
original AuthZ ticket or instant AuthZ session context
that must be securely stored at the resource or access
point. At the time of the authorised or reserved resource
access, the original AuthZ ticket or AuthZ session
context object will be retrieved and used for the request
evaluation. When used together, AuthzTicket and
AuthzToken share the SessionId attribute which can be
either global or local reservation/session ID and are
cryptographically connected, e.g. the token value is a
hash value of the ticket content. An AuthzTicket must be
digitally signed to keep its integrity.
In a particular use case of the TBN, the AuthzTicket
is used for programming TVS and it provides both a
reservation ID/reference and detailed information for
configuring a token based ForCES switch (TBS) [18].

The proposed AuthzTicket format and its current
implementation in the GAAA-AuthZ supports extended
functionality for distributed multidomain hierarchical
resources access control and user roles/permissions
management, session based permissions delegation and
conditional AuthZ decision assertion (to support XACML
policy obligations). Important AuthzTicket functionality
is that it may include any security context that need to be
communicated between domains and layers that is
included into specially introduced for this purpose the
SessionContext element. It is one of the general design
suggestions that an AuthzTicket should be easily mapped
to the XACMLAuthzDecision Assertion defined by the
SAML profile of XACML [19].
We refer to [11, 17] for more detailed information
about the AuthzTicket format, of which the report [17]
provides also examples and comparative information
about the AuthzTicket and AuthzToken size when using
proprietary AAA AuthzTicket format and SAMLXACML AuthZ assertion.
3.2 .
X ACML policy and Att r ibutes
profile fo r NRP
The XACML policy format supports the required
functionality for Complex Resource Provisioning in its
core specification [20] and special profiles, in particular,
for hierarchical resources [21]. Hierarchical policy
management and dynamic rights delegation, that are
considered as important functionality in multidomain
NRP, can be solved with the XACML v3.0 administrative
policy profile [22].
A XACML policy is defined for the target tuple
“Subject-Resource-Action” (S-R-A) which can also be
completed with the Environment (S-R-A-E) component
in order to add additional context to instant policy
evaluation. The XACML policy can also specify actions
that must be taken on positive or negative PDP decisions
in the form of an optional Obligation element.
A decision request sent in a request message provides
a context for the policy-based decision. The policy
applied to a particular decision request may be composed
of a number of individual rules or policies. Few policies
may be combined to form a single policy that is
applicable to the request. XACML specifies a number of
policy and rule combination algorithms. The response
message may contain multiple result elements, which are
related to individual resources.
Any of the S-R-A-E elements allow an extensible
“Attribute/AttributeValue” definition to support different
attributes semantics and data types. Additionally,
XACML allows referencing context information (from
the request message) and external XML document
elements by means of XPath functionality.

Two mechanisms can be used to bind the XACML
policy to the resource: a Target element that can contain
any of S-R-A-E attributes, and a policy identification
attribute IDRef. The XACML policy format provides a
few mechanisms to add and handle domain or session
related context during the policy selection and request
evaluation:
• Policy identification that is done based on the Target
comprising of the Resource, Action, Subject, and
optionally Environment elements.
• Attributes semantics and metadata can be
namespace aware and used for attributes resolution
during the request processing.
• AuthZ ticket that can be provided as an
Environment or Resource attribute.
Such specific use case as multidomain NRP using
chain provisioning model (see section 2 for definition)
requires that the resource reservation policy in each
successive domain will rely on the previous domain
positive AuthZ decision, additionally the policy may
require implying special conditions for next domain, e.g.
type of network service or type of user account. In a
simple case, this can be achieved by placing an AuthZ or
reservation ticket from the previous domain in the
Environment element. When the sequence is important it
can be achieved with the ordered rules and policy
combination algorithms correspondingly defined for the
Policy or PolicySet [20].
Another important functionality that allows specifying
requested network path and/or its parameters can be
achieved with using XML/RDF based Network
Description Language (NDL) [23] provided as a context
in the Resource element of the XACML Request. The
path parameters can be included into the XACML policy
evaluation by using XPath based XACML
AttributeSelector functionality [20] and additional
attribute identifiers specified in the XACML hierarchical
resource profile [21].
In order to use the XACML policy format for AuthZ
in NRP, a special XACML-NRP profile for Network
Resource Provisioning was proposed to address the
following issues [24]:
• Namespace definition for the network resources,
user attributes, and GAAA/AuthZ components
• Attribute semantics and expression format,
including supported list of enumerated values, if
necessary
• Set of basic rules and policy templates (including
possible mapping to other currently used policy
formats in NRP)
A successful XACML-NRP profile introduction will
depend on available reference implementation. This is
one of the goals of the Phosphorus project [1] to provide

a reference implementation for the GAAA-AuthZ and
XACML-NRP in particular..

3.3. Reference Model for Policy
Obligations Handling (OHRM)
In many applications, policies may specify actions
that must be performed either instead of or in addition to
the policy decision. In the XACML specification [20],
obligations are defined as actions that must be performed
in conjunction with policy evaluation on a positive or
negative decision. Obligations are included into the
policy definition and returned by PDP to PEP which in its
turn should take actions as prescribed in the obligation
instructions or statements.
In the context of the GAAA-AuthZ architecture for
NRP, obligations provide an important mechanism for
policy decision enforcement in the provisioned network
resources, in particular, obligations can be used for
mapping global user ID/account to local accounts or
groups, assigning quotas, usage limits, or specifying
requirements for interdomain connectivity, VLAN or link
types.
The proposed obligations handling model allows two
types of obligations execution: at the time of receiving
obligations from the PDP and at the later time when
accessing a resource or performing an authorised action.
The first type is described below, the second type of
handling obligations can be achieved by using AuthZ
tickets that hold obligations together with AuthZ
decisions.
It is important to notice that obligations are an integral
part of the policy and typically included into the policy at
the stage of its creation by the policy administrator or
resource owner. For manageability purposes, policies are
considered stateless and the statefulness of obligations is
achieved by the obligation handlers. The obligations
enforcement process can be resulted either in modifying
the service request (e.g., map from subject to account
name/type) or by changing the resource/system sate or
environment.
For the general (stateful) obligations handling process
we can distinguish the following stages (note: not all
stages are necessary to be implemented in a simple use
case but they may exist in different cases):
Obligation0 = tObligation => Obligation1
(“OK?”, (Attributes1 V Environment1))
=> Obligation2 (“OK?”, (Attributes2 V
Environment2)) => Obligation3 (Attributes3 V
Environment3)

1) Obligation0 – (stateless) obligations are returned
by the PDP in a form as they are written in the policy.
These obligations can be also considered as a kind of
templates or instructions, tObligation.

2) Obligation1 or Obligation2 – obligations have been
handled by the obligation handler at the PDP side or at
the PEP side, depending on implementation. In this case
templates or instructions of the Obligation0 are replaced
with the real attributes in Obligation1, e.g. in a form of
“name-value” pair. During this stage, the obligation
handler can actually enforce obligations or modify
obligations and send them further for enforcement by the
resource.
The
result
of
obligations
processing/enforcement, can be returned in a form of
modified AuthzResponse (Obligation1) or in a form of
global resource environment changes that will be taken
into account at the time when the requested
service/resource are provided or delivered. In both cases
(and specifically in the last case), the obligation handler
should return notification about fulfilled obligated
actions, e.g. in a form of boolean value “False” or “True”,
which will be taken into account by PEP or other
processing module to finally permit or deny service
request by PEP.
3) Obligation3 – this is the final stage when
obligations actually take effect, which can be defined as
obligations “termination”. This can be done by the
resource itself or by services managed/controlled by the
resource.
In the proposed model, an option with the Obligation1
handling stage at the PDP side is introduced to reflect a
case when we need to implement a stateful domain or site
central AuthZ service what is considered important for
the general CRP and NRP use cases in particular.
Another important aspects of the general obligations
handling model is logical or time wise sequence of
enforcing obligations before, at, or after the requested
action is performed. This aspect of the obligations
enforcement and coordinated decision making is
discussed in [25] and a solution is proposed in the
PERMIS framework [26], but such functionality is not
required for currently being developed GAAA-NRP
infrastructure.

4. Token Validation Service (TVS)
The Token Validation Service (TVS) is a component
of the GAAA-AuthZ infrastructure supporting token
based policy enforcement mechanism during the user
access of the reserved service or network. Basic TVS
functionality allows checking if a service/resource
requesting subject or other entity, that presents a token,
has the right/permission to access/use a resource based on
advance reservation to which this token refers. During its
operation TVS checks if a presented token has reference
to a previously reserved resource and a request conforms
with the reservation conditions. It is intended that
extended TVS functionality will also support policy

enforcement for the consumable resources (also called
usable resources) [27].
In a simple/basic scenario, TVS operates locally and
checks the local reservation table directly or indirectly
using the GRI. It is anticipated that in multidomain
scenarios each domain may maintain a Local Reservation
ID (LRI) and its mapping to the GRI.
In more advanced scenario, TVS should allow
creation of a TVS infrastructure to support tokens and
token related keys distribution in order to enable dynamic
resources, users or providers federations.
The general TVS functionality supports two basic use
cases: Token Based Networking (TBN) using in-band
token based policy enforcement, and Service/Control
Plane token based signalling in GMPLS networks. In the
first case of TBN, the TVS functions and components are
hardware accelerated by using network processors.
Details on the implementation of TVS and PEP for inband token enforcement are available in [18].
The proposed token handling model allows for
integration of the circuit provisioning and application
flow provisioning as different layers of the token based
enforcement model.
In current TVS implementation, the token generation
and validation model is based on the shared secret
HMAC-SHA1 algorithm [28]. The TokenKey is
generated in the following way:
TokenKey = HMAC(GRI, tb_secret)
where
GRI – global reservation identifier,
tb_secret – shared Token Builder secret.
A token is created in a similar way but using
TokenKey as a HMAC secret:
TokenValue = HMAC(GRI, TokenKey)
This algorithm allows for chaining token generation
and validation process, e.g.:
“GRI-TokenKey0-TokenValue0 =>
=> LRIl-TokenKeyl-Token1”
where TokenValue0 in one domain is used as
LRI1=TokenValue0 for generating TokenKey1 in
other domain.
The key management model is not discussed at this
stage of the TVS implementation. The token handling
model relies on the shared secret that is installed at all
participating NRPS nodes. It is being investigated that
current model can be replaced with the IBC (Identity
Based Cryptography) [12, 13] that will allow to replace
the currently used shared secret token handling model
that has known manageability and scalability problems.
The current TVS implementation allows handling two
types of tokens in binary and in XML formats. In both
cases the reservation token is a tuple of GRI and
TokenValue that should be included into the service
request or AuthZ request.

5. GAAA Toolkit implementation
All proposed GAAA-AuthZ functionality is currently
being implemented in the GAAA Toolkit (GAAA-TK)
pluggable Java library in the framework of the
Phosphorus project [29]. The library provides also a
basis for building AAA/AuthZ server that can act as
Domain Central AuthZ Service (DCAS) or operates as a
part of the Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) and allows for
complex policy driven resource reservation and
scheduling scenarios.
The library allows for AuthZ request evaluation with
local XACML based PDP or calling out to the external
DCAS using the SAML-XACML protocol. For the
convenience of application developers, the GAAA-TK
provides simple XACML policy generation tools.
Currently, the TVS component is implemented as a
part of the general GAAA-TK library but can also be
used separately. It provides all required functionality to
support token based policy enforcement mechanism that
can be used at each networking layer and in particular for
token based networking. All basic TVS functions are
accessible and requested via a Java API. Further TVS
development will extend WS interface to allow all TVS
functions be accessible via Web services. Current TVS
implementation supports shared secret and PKI based
token key distribution, future release will implement IBC
based interdomain trust management.

6. Summary and Future Research
This paper presented the results of the ongoing
research and development of the generic AAA AuthZ
architecture in application to two inter-related research
domains: on-demand optical network resource
provisioning and User-Programmable Virtual Network
(UPVN). The proposed AuthZ infrastructure will allow
easy integration with the Grid middleware and
applications what is ensured by using common
Grid/network resource provisioning model that defines
specific operational security models for three major
stages in the general resource provisioning: reservation,
deployment or activation, and access or use.
Having current GAAA-TK implemented in the
Phosphorus testbed and local University of Amsterdam
AAA testbed will provide a basis for testing and further
development both the NRP/CRP model and the proposed
GAAA-AuthZ mechanisms and supporting functional
components.
Further development of the proposed XACML-NRP
policy and attributes profile for NRP will require wider
Grid and network community discussion to define basic
set of network and user related attributes that should
allow flexible definition of the topology aware XACML

policies and easier integration with Grid applications. As
a first step, the XACML-NRP profile was presented to
the Network Mark-up Language Working Group (NMLWG) at Open Grid Forum (OGF) [30]. The XACMLNRP profile will re-use where possible the recently
released “An XACML Attribute and Obligation Profile
for AuthZ Interoperability in Grids” [6].
The authors will continue ongoing research into
supporting AAA/AuthZ architecture for UPVN where the
proposed CRP model and TVS functionality are
considered as security enabling concepts and require
more general security model for GRI/LRI management,
token key distribution and validation. Currently proposed
and being implemented TVS infrastructure uses a shared
secret security model that provides limited functionality
for flexible network programming and has known
manageability problems. To reduce key distribution and
management problem when dynamically deploying
reserved network resources, we consider investigating
and testing the IBC technology for interdomain trust
management.
The authors believe that the proposed AuthZ
infrastructure and security mechanisms for general and
network resource provisioning will provide a good basis
for further discussion among Grid and networking
specialists.
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